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DOCUMENT USE AND INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT

The National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution (hereafter Museum) agrees to provide 
(Name:)____________________________________________ (hereafter Requestor) reproductions of drawings 
and/or other documents (“Materials”) containing design data of air and space craft described below:

(List equipment types below.  See reverse of this form for information on proper citation of types.)

These Materials from the Museum's archival collections will be furnished to Requestor subject to the 
following terms and conditions:

The Materials are made available by the Museum solely for personal, non-commercial uses such 
as historical research, exhibition, model making, or non-profit restoration purposes. Permission 
for such uses is granted only to the extent of the Smithsonian Institution's ownership of the rights 
in the Materials related to the request. Certain Materials may be subject to copyright, trademark, 
patent or related interests not owned by the Smithsonian. The Requestor is solely responsible for 
determining whether any such rights exist and for obtaining all necessary permissions. The 
Materials provided by the Museum may not be further reproduced, distributed, published,
transmitted or used for manufacturing or replication purposes.

The Museum makes no representations or warranties that the Materials furnished meet current
or past airworthiness standards or are in any way suitable for use in the construction, restoration
or repair of aviation or aerospace equipment.  Requestor assumes all risk from any harm, injury 
or loss that arises from use of the Materials provided herein. 

Requestor agrees to release, defend, hold harmless, and indemnify the National Air and Space 
Museum and the Smithsonian Institution, its Regents, officers, employees, volunteers and agents, 
and the United States Government from and against any and all claims, suits or actions of any 
nature arising from any loss or damage resulting from, or in any way connected with, use of the 
Materials provided by the Museum. 

Requestor acknowledges that he/she/they has/have read and understands the terms of this agreement.

Name (Print) Signature of Requestor Date

Address

City State Zip/Postal Code Country
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PROPER CITATION OF AIR AND SPACE CRAFT TYPES FROM NASM ARCHIVES SOURCES

When completing a Document Use and Indemnification Agreement, it is important to properly cite the model 
designation for any drawings or other documents which you will be receiving from the NASM Archives.  For 
materials from many of our collections, the proper citation will simply be a manufacturer and model or models.  For 
drawings from the Waco Aircraft Company Drawings Collection for example, indicate the specific model or 
models for which you are requesting drawings: Waco PDC, Waco YPF-7, Waco 9.

Several of our large collections are not as straightforward, however.  In these collections, one unit of material 
(such as one drawing sheet or one reel of microfilm) often pertains to a number of different aircraft models.  
Although you might be interested in only ONE model appearing in the material, for legal purposes you 
must cite ALL models included in the material which you would like to receive. DO NOT LIST THE ITEM 
NUMBERS of the material you are ordering.

Two examples are given below.

In the record shown above, from the Engineering Drawings on Microfilm Collection, the proper citation of the 
manufacturer and models would be:

Ryan L-10, YO-51, XPT-16, YPT-16, PT-16A, PT-20, PT-20A, PT-20B, PT-21, PT-22, PT-22A, 
PT-22C, YPT-25.

In the record shown above, from the Miscellaneous Drawings on Paper Collection, the proper citation of the 
manufacturer and models would be:

Lockheed P-38H, P-38J, P-38L, F-5B.

If you have any further questions regarding the proper citation of air and space craft types, please contact the 
NASM Archives at (703) 572-4045.


